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ABSTRACT

We present a global architecture (software and hardware) for the remote implementation of practical laboratory works in the field of electronics, automation or signal processing. The students can not only do simulations and virtual instrumentation, but they can also do real-world experiments in connection with the physics of the phenomenon under study, through observation or control. This is done remotely with TCP/IP network connection.

The client-server architecture is open in the sense that it is based on the plug-in concept, each plug-in corresponding to a different lab experiment (e.g. automatic plot of Bode curves of linear systems, signal acquisition and numerical filtering...)

An operational prototype is implemented with LabVIEW: remote control of instruments (through the GPIB network), of data acquisition boards (DAQ, PCI or USB) and of switching matrices for electrical connections and power on/off, management of multi-user connection, multi-session, multi-experiment.

The advantage of such an architecture is the decrease of financial costs (sharing of expensive measurement devices) and the sharing of pedagogical means for really distant practical lab work (not only magistral courses or tutorial exercises).

Index Terms— Distant learning, Lab work, LabVIEW, EEE engineering, Cybernetics education, Signal processing

1. INTRODUCTION

This work describes the design and implementation of a generic architecture (software and hardware) dedicated to electronics and signal processing lab distance learning. The laboratory is accessible via TCP/IP protocol network.

All technology resources in the nature (energy, materials and information) are taken into account in the learning objectives of engineering education by remote control or monitoring (observation) [1].
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As regards server plug-in, a template is also available that helps any authorized tutor to plug in easily a new experiment inside the menu (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Template plug-in](image)

Applications are numerous: electronics lab [3], data acquisition and signal processing lab, image processing lab, control system and automation, supervision of controllable/programmable logic devices (PLD), standard communication interfaces (serial, parallel, USB).

2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

2.1. Server application description

The main part is the G web server that works with different programs like in Fig. 3:

![Fig. 3. Server application structure](image)

The simplified actions of the server are presented in Fig. 4.

We use a G web server (HTTP server) with Internet Developer Toolkit and communicate through CGI.

The management of users access (multi-session, multi-user, multi-experiment) is handled by the control center on the server side, that is located near the real devices, systems and power sources. The server manages the user query list so that the hardware system is used in an optimal way. The main functions of the control center are (Fig. 5):

- start webserver,
- start remote panel server,
- start watchdog,
- install the experiment configuration,
- manage users (login, password),
- manage the list of pluggable experiments,
- visualization of logs, history, statistics of use,
- manage experiment queue,
- remote administration.

2.2. Client application description

A CDROM containing all the pedagogical content and the runtime version of the application is furnished to each remote client (student at home). The client application (“Virtual Laboratory”, see Fig. 6) consists in an HMI for enabling connection and selection of learning mode (simulation vs. real experiment, off-line vs. online) and parameter setting.

The activity diagram of the client application is shown in Fig. 7.

The client sends to the server (uploads) the choices about the experiment, with configuration parameters. After execution of the experiment by the server, the remote client downloads the results of measurements. Then the student does
2.3. Server plug-ins

To make easier the programming of the server plug-ins, we propose a structure which permits to work in two situations: **Local** (the settings for experiments are made on the server) and **Client** (the settings come from a remote client, Fig. 8).

Also it is possible to obtain the results from a real experiment (switch on **Manip**) or from a simulation module (switch on **Sim**). Indeed it is easier to program and verify a server plug-in working without a client connection.

**Fig. 8.** Server plug-in diagram in verification phase of the experiment: Local=False (i.e. remote client) and Manip=True (i.e. real experiment, not a simulation)

**Intr.Data_Local.vi** is used for setting the experiment locally, **Visuresult_Local.vi** to visualize the results locally and **Manipulation.vi** to command the apparatus.
The current working situation (request by client → real experiment on server → results to client) is presented in Fig. 9.

Also, it is possible to answer to a client’s request with the results of a simulation, using precise mathematical models of the devices. It is very useful when there is maintenance running on the equipments.

3. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

The prototype is based on LabVIEW which is a graphical programming environment for measurement and testing. It offers easy to use programming by wiring graphical objects toghether and human-friendly interfaces, yielding fast prototyping cycle in the development of applications [4].

The application runs on PC with Windows system, Internet access, web browser and local GPIB bus (IEEE 488 standard for instrumentation). The measurement devices (waveform generator, programmable power supply, oscilloscope, multimeter, data acquisition card) and the switching matrices (multiplexing for connection configuration and power on/off) are controlled and run remotely by the student connected through Internet to the server that is located at our institute (Fig. 10).

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE AND RESULTS

An operational multi-user, multi-experiment prototype was implemented and tested successfully: 5 to 30 simultaneous connections, plug-ins validated for various experiments among which data acquisition with signal filtering, and automatic plot of Bode curves (gain and phase) to characterize the transfer function of a linear system (electronic circuit, see diagram schematics on Fig. 11).

The measurement setup for Bode plots is shown in Fig. 12. The estimation of the phase requires the use of an oscilloscope for the measurement of the time delay between the input and output signals. Note that such a device is much more complicated to program than a simple multimeter. That is one reason why we choosed to implement this experiment, in addition to the fact that the study of the transfer function of 2nd order
filters or systems is of major interest for EEE students at the undergraduate level.

After connection, the student chooses the experiment (Bode plot) and the parameter settings (minimal and maximal frequencies $f_{\text{min}}$, $f_{\text{max}}$, input voltage $V_{\text{in}}$, number of samples $N_s$, display mode (linear, dB, decade). The watchdog allows to inform the client of data ready available for download (Fig. 13).

![Fig. 13](image1.png)

**Fig. 13.** Download of results with display on the client side: a) Bode curve of the Sallen-Key 2nd order filter: Gain in dB; b) Plot of the Phase variation of the filter

### 5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The advantages of such an architecture are the following: reduction of financial costs for the institution (one saves money because a single item of each expensive equipment in the field of electronics and automation can be used for many students). It enables distance learning courses that encompass the entire learning process, including practical work, with 24 hours × 7 days access.

Other advantages are speed-up in measurements, reduction of repetitive tasks and errors, leaving more time to the student for interpretation, unlimited access to experiments, on-line demos, easy development and maintenance by team work, etc.

This open architecture is extensible (thanks to plug-ins), scalable (LAN, WAN, etc). It allows the open distribution of training material since any tutor can build a new plug-in and add it into the menu.

In addition to our two current experiments (Bode curve plotting and Data Acquisition and Filtering) that are already plugged in the prototype, we intend to plug new experiments that we have already developed separately [3]:

- characterization of an audio LF power amplifier (Fig. 14),

![Fig. 14](image2.png)

**Fig. 14.** Characterization of a LF audio power amplifier: a) Experimental setup; b) Graphical user interface that displays the power and efficiency curves

- characterization of a MOS transistor (Fig. 15)

![Fig. 15](image3.png)

**Fig. 15.** TMOS characterization: a) Device under test; b) Measurement setup; c) Front panel; d) Graphical user interface with display of curves of drain current vs voltage

Presently, the prototype is validated from a technical point of view (remote real experimentation and network communication) but we still have to calibrate the learning objectives and to evaluate the prototype with many more students (to assess the pros and cons of real experimentation vs. simple simulation as regards learning goals).
For experiments requiring real-time (for example live video showing in real-time the physical phenomenon in motion or action), we are currently investigating what choices have to be changed in the proposed architecture (web control by CGI vs. ActiveX vs. Java ; DataSocket vs. VI Server vs. TCP VIs).

Future work will also concern the evaluation process (student evaluation form, quizzes, constructivist approach [5] etc), and the use of the new high speed standard HS-488. Comparison and better positioning with respect to other interesting methods and works [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] is also under investigation.
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